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Term 2, Week 6
29th May 2017

Educational, Caring, Family Focused
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SUPPORT OUR
GARDEN AND MOWING ROSTER

Thank you, Dean and Kylie Slade for
mowing and caring for the garden on the
weekend.
The garden is a vital part of our learning
environment. The gardens up keep and care
is an ongoing commitment to valuing the
importance of young children learning, and
education & care.

Thank you to our volunteers
for the 2017 Mowing Roster?
Term
Wk6: 3rd /4th June- Andrew Gooch
Wk7: 10th/11th June– Annette and Martin Wallis
Wk8: 17th /18th June– Kate Rutter
Wk9: 24th /25th June – Heath Forsstrom
Return to Term 3, 2017
Bradly Evans- Weekend 15th /16th July 2017
Term 3
WK1: 22nd /23rd July - Grant McNamara
WK2:29th /30th July -Tom & Sarah Pollard
WK3:5th /6th August – Jamie Vesey
WK4: 12th/ 13th August – Dav Goodwin
WK5: 19th/20th August - Michelle Barnett & Sarah Johnsen
WK6: 26th/27th August – Dean & Kylie Slade
WK7: 2nd /3rd September Melissa Hamilton/Scott Colbourn
Wk8: 9th /10th September- Andrew Gooch
Wk9: 16th/17th September– Annette and Martin Wallis
Term 4
Drew Robinson - Weekend 7th /8th October 2017
Wk1: 14th /15th October– Kate Rutter
Wk2: 21st /22ndh October– Heath Forsstrom
th/29th October-Bradly
have
included
both Urie
Bronfenbrenner
Wk3: 28
Evans

We
Ecological Systems’ Theory and Claire Warden’s
diagram of practice. It is based on psychologist
Urie Bronfenbrenner’s concept of a series of
systems that influence child development
below for your interest. Both theories have the
child at the heart and Clare has extended to the
child and family. Both theories share the theory
of the connected to the child’s community and
broader community. Making children’s learning
visible, highlights whether it is ephemeral art
using natural materials from a child’s garden to
creating art with items shared form your
kitchen cupboard or shed from your home.
‘Documentation’ as content is material which
records what the children are saying and doing,
the work of the children, and how the
pedagogue relates to the children and their
work’. (Dahlberg et al.1999:148)

Documentation Approach
From an educator’s perspective, it is exciting to observe
the strengthening importance of documentation within
early childhood services. Documentation can be viewed
and has been viewed in the past as only a 2D dimensional
written or typed notes, on an individual child and safely
kept in a child’s individual file.
Over the last few years with the implementation of the
Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) and the National
Quality Standards (NQS) the documentation approach has
made it possible to make children’s learning visible. Either
as individuals or as members of a learning group.
The change has been necessary and stimulating from both
an educators and child’s perspective. Children are
encouraged and supported to be actively involved in their
own process of learning. Children’s learning incorporates
learning together, where the educator and children learn
together using collaborative inquiry methods of asking
questions, discovering explanations, answers and
hypothesising, and sometimes asking more questions that
lead to more questions.
Documentation encompasses a visualisation journey, using
our senses and imagination; a social and collaborative
journey of listening, responding and sharing of ideas; and
our connectedness to our community. Documentation
today is not just filed away but made visual in both 2D and
3D structures, in our experiences and our conversations,
our imagination, our creativity and reality.
Recently our preschool has been asked to contribute to
one of three vignettes in relation to education for
sustainability with the University of New England (UNE)
related to Early Childhood Education theories and
pedagogies, particularly that of Urie Bronfenbrenner. In
the recent resource ‘Rattler’, Claire Warden (International
speaker and educator and the founder of Scotland’s first nature
kindergarten) shared her model of Urie Bronfenbrenner

model. Both UNE and Claire Warden are challenging our
thoughts on pedagogy and philosophies. Claire writes in
the Autumn Rattler 2017 ‘When we think about how we
approach risk in early education and care services, we often
turn the focus on risky play. But as Claire suggests,
educators should be taking more emotional risks in their
approach to pedagogy.’

Urie Bronfenbrenner (1917-2005) developed the
ecological systems theory to explain how
everything in a child and the child's environment
affects how a child grows and develops. He labelled
different aspects or levels of the environment that
influence children's development, including the:
Microsystem. Mesosystem.

Taking risks with pedagogy
By Claire Warden
Claire Warden created this diagram of practice
(referenced on page 22, Rattler #121) to help
visualise the influences on practice at Auchlone
Nature Kindergarten in Scotland. It is based on
psychologist Urie Bronfenbrenner’s concept of a
series of systems that influence child development
(Ecological Systems Theory) and appears in Learning
with Nature: Embedding Outdoor Practice, Warden,
C. (2015). SAGE, London.

Our UNE Student Alice Cudmore shared
natural items from her home with
different textures and shapes than we
have at preschool. Tell a shared story

Jack's items from his great Aunty
Thel’s house, share opportunity for
asking lots of questions and sharing a
little folklore and learning together.
Logan could use traditional pen and paper to draw
himself or he could use his senses and imagination to
create himself. Both methods are valuable on our
learning journey of literacy and numeracy.
Even though Lawson, his
brother Charlie and his mum
were running late for preschool
and school. Lawson insisted
that mum stop and take a
picture of the beautiful spider
web sparkling in the morning
sun. The picture shared at
preschool sparked
conversation, investigation
with technology,
connectedness to our
community and documented in
learning journal to share with
others.

Documenting our environment by planting seeds that grow in our winter climate. Our
vegetable garden when they grow will be our story book.

Gathering materials from our
preschool garden, including materials
shared from Murine and Ebony’s
home. Are documenting on cotton
material with hammer mallets. Just
maybe we may be able to extend and
make some little gathering bags.

Dear families, we are after some
rusty nails, horse shoes, copper
and aluminium pipe to boil up and
use as a mordant. We will add
leaves to make a natural dye. If
you have something in your shed
you can share we would
appreciate you sharing.

Fundraising Events: Dates to Remember
Pie Orders:
Orders returned: Monday 5th June
Pies to be collected: Wednesday 14th May
Please invite family and friends to stock their freezers with pies
ready for the cold weather.

Reminder Preschool Fees are now due
If you pay regular payments on your fees, thank you and
please continue.
If you pay your fees in a lump sum, all fees are now due
for payment. If you would like to discuss your fees, please
don’t hesitate to speak with Alison or Shaz.

Book Club orders due:
Monday 5th June
Please place all online
orders by Monday 5th June
– thank you 😊

QUIRINDI PRESCHOOL SKOOLBAG APP
We have been trialling an App for the Preschool through Skoolbag. Some
families may be familiar with Quirindi Public School’s App. The families
that have trialled along with the Preschool have been happy with this
application. We believe it will be a great way to communicate with our
families, keeping them up to date with what’s happening at our Preschool.
Attached to the newsletter is an information sheet and instructions on how
to download the App onto your smart phones and smart devises (such as
iPads and Android Tablets). The App is free to download.
As it is still new to us all, we welcome any feedback or suggestions of what
you would like to see on the App, or if you see an error. Currently we have
newsletters and upcoming events that will have “push” notifications sent as
reminders.
The Push notifications has categories set up as:
➢ Everyone
➢ Days of the week
➢ Committee (A password is required)
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact the Preschool.

